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Android 21 cosplay wig

Beautiful Dragon Ball Z Android 21 Brown Red Cosplay Wig for your conventions. Related Products 1 Widen hair net by pulling your hands apart. 2 Wear the hairnet from head to neck. 3 Wrap the hairnet around the front of your head. Put it on your forehead enough to cover the hairline at the front. 4 Move your hands to draw the outer edges of the hairnet. Slide your hands along the inside of the hairnet
until you reach the edges. Pull the rest of the hair just over the back of your head. You put it over your ears or behind them as long as your hairline is hidden. 5 If necessary, use pins to stabilize the hairnet. 1 Place wig on a flat surface. If necessary, comb it. Grab the wig with his bangs. 3 Attach the wig while retreating. 1 Comb the wig by its natural style. 2 Put it on a hair stand and let it hang naturally. 3
When you don't use it, comb through its natural style. 4 Spray care solution then hang until it is dry. 5 Put it in a box, avoid heavy compression. My cart Android 21 is the antagonist of Dragon Ball FighterZ.Android 21 has been converted into an android by Doctor Gero.Traits of the Z Fighters, Cell, Frieza, and Majin Buu are included in Android 21.Android 21 Custom Made Cosplay WigMaterial: HIGH
QUALITY 100% Kanekalon fiber (Salon-Grade)one-size-fits-most and work for both men and women. Adjustable with inner hooks/elastic. Wig will be sent in a mailing box to protect the style. NOTE: Different displays may display colors differently. Contact us: 272 Goldenwood Road, Toronto, AT M2M4A6 Canada Email: info@cosplaystation.ca Facebook: cosplaystation.ca Instagram:
@cosplaystationcanada 1-416-716-0512 Eastern Time 9 a.m.-5 p.m. This item does not belong on this page. Thanks, we'll look into this.
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